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New forms of crime commonly referred to as “organized gang stalking” and “electronic harassment” are rapidly 
growing out of control, because they are not being counteracted at all by current law enforcement practices, existing 
legislation, or government policies. Victims of these horrendous crimes include countless law-abiding citizens of 
working age, as well as vulnerable populations such as young defenseless children, disabled persons, and the 
elderly. Many victims of orchestrated terror campaigns, coercion, persecution, and repetitive assaults by well-
organized harassment networks live in every California assembly district, as well as every other U.S. state. 

The 21st Century crimes of organized stalking and electronic harassment, which capitalize on new technologies and 
can be carried out in a discrete and targeted fashion, are briefly explained on the back side of this flyer. Many people 
are unfamiliar with these covert criminal activities, so they are easy to dismiss, particularly because law 
enforcement and elected officials have ignored these domestic threats to public safety and human rights. This does 
not make the crimes any less real or damaging to the well-being and prosperity of countless Californians and other 
U.S. citizens. In certain hotspots, these organized criminal activities have already become quite serious, essentially 
amounting to new forms of high-tech hate crimes and within-community terrorism. 

Aims and Demands 

1. To raise awareness about organized stalking and electronic harassment: The perpetrators of these crimes are 
being allowed to act with impunity. As a result, the crimes are guaranteed to continue growing in prevalence and to 
have an ever-greater impact on California’s human capital and prosperity. Educating the public is key to helping the 
influx of new victims understand and cope with these high-tech threats to public safety, thereby minimizing their 
impact, even if tax-paying citizens rightly deserve such help instead from publicly funded institutions. 

2. To demand that law enforcement starts treating victims with dignity and begins making official reports of victims’ 
claims about organized stalking and electronic harassment: Nobody wants to report these crimes. Currently, the vast 
majority of victims are completely dismissed by law enforcement when they allege multi-stalker stalking or covert 
assaults with high-tech energy weapons, much like the well-documented claims of the U.S. diplomats who were 
similarly assaulted in Cuba and China. Worse yet, some legitimate victims risk being placed on 5150 psychiatric 
holds, just for reporting these crimes to law enforcement. These responses amount to extremely negligent and even 
abusive law enforcement practices. This treatment by law enforcement must stop. Such practices silence legitimate, 
tax-paying victims, and they actually facilitate the activities of criminals. They also impede the collection of crime 
statistics and data that are required for law enforcement to home in on the offending harassment networks. 

3. To ask all California Assembly persons and Senators to pass modern legislation criminalizing organized stalking 
and electronic harassment in language aligned with the victims’ experiences: Organized stalking and electronic 
harassment offences are already violations of existing state and federal statutes. Clearly, such laws are failing to 
support and compel effective law enforcement against these extremely serious crimes. The CA Penal Code needs to 
be amended. Members of our community have drafted one such bill proposal called the “Organized Torture Act”, 
which was converted to bill-text language by the CA Office of Legislative Council (RN 18 07462). We ask legislators 
to start showing real leadership on this issue by passing similar legislation, so that a modernized penal code will 
dissuade would-be offenders from engaging in these organized criminal activities. This is a non-partisan issue that 
impacts every legislator’s district, so there is no reason for anything but broad legislative support on this matter. 



Background 

Organized stalking: As documented in government statistics, government-published surveys, and communications 
from government agencies, about one in eight stalking cases reported in the USA, the United Kingdom, and Canada 
involves simultaneous stalking by multiple offenders (U.S. Dept. of Justice National Crime Victimization Survey, 
https://bit.ly/2Jy6mCj; U.K. Home Office Research Study, https://bit.ly/2THoRJX; also see https://bit.ly/2DXZxuK). 
Reported incidents of multi-stalker stalking sometimes involve large, organized networks of stalkers. Typically, 
these stalkers are unknown to one another. Nevertheless, they form organized teams of offenders, who criminally 
harass victims nominated by others (U.S. Dept. of Justice data released by FOIA request: https://bit.ly/2l4UFbv). 

Also known as “gang stalking” and “contracted stalking”, this crime can manifest itself in different ways. Regardless 
of the precise tactics used, multi-stalker stalking is a crime that police will not address. This is the case, even though 
large numbers of victims are reporting these crimes and the numbers keep growing. Nearly all victims of organized 
stalking report being harassed for long periods of time by multiple community residents—mostly complete 
strangers. New offenders regularly join these harassment campaigns through time, making the crimes difficult to 
document. Some credible victims report instances of corrupt police officers and other emergency service personnel 
participating in their harassment at times, suggesting that misuse of confidential law enforcement databases, watch 
lists, InfraGard groups, Citizens on Patrol, and so forth, may be done to terrorize and persecute upstanding citizens. 

Wealthy individuals who want to stalk and harass targeted persons may hire private security firms to carry out 
organized stalking campaigns—for example, when Harvey Weinstein hired Black Cube to coerce victims and 
reporters into keeping quiet about Weinstein’s alleged crimes (New Yorker exposé, https://bit.ly/2lXGNn3). 
Similarly, the firm K2 Intelligence has engaged in the criminal harassment of victims on behalf of high-end clients 
(Guardian article, https://bit.ly/2zEjnqj). Harassment-for-hire services are offered to clients of more modest means 
by companies like Masters of Revenge, Alibis & Paybacks (NBC article, https://bit.ly/2Vf45RR), and Nefarious Jobs 
(CBS article, https://cbsloc.al/2BRSxwC). Scientologists also engage in the organized stalking of people who speak 
out against the church’s abusive and corrupt practices (Business Insider article, https://read.bi/2Etkvkk). In light of 
all these news reports, there is no doubt about the widespread prevalence of multi-stalker stalking. Even though 
stalking is a crime under the laws of all 50 states and the laws of the Federal government (Stalking Resource Center 
Fact Sheet, https://bit.ly/2zZf7S7), nothing is being done to curtail this destructive criminal activity. 

Electronic harassment: This term applies to the so-called “sonic attacks” recently perpetrated against U.S. 
diplomats stationed in Cuba and China, as well as Canadian diplomats in Cuba. Medical doctors, leading scientists, 
respected reporters, and a “neuro-weapons” expert (and military consultant) have all concluded that the diplomats 
were most likely assaulted with some kind of directed-energy weapon, probably a “less-lethal” microwave weapon 
(peer-reviewed science articles: https://bit.ly/2HtgoTx, https://bit.ly/2CqPrBN, https://bit.ly/2yrrRkA; New York 
Times article, https://nyti.ms/2oulAPP; Dr. James Giordano’s recent lecture at West Point, https://bit.ly/2tEoeVD). 

Officials do not want the general public to know that thousands of credible individuals are also reporting being 
assaulted with directional energy-emitting devices inside the USA (Fortean Times, https://bit.ly/2sRJaaU). These 
devices produce effects identical to those reported by the diplomats in Cuba and China. Moreover, “targeted 
individuals” began reporting electronic harassment and electromagnetic assault and battery long before the recent 
events in Cuba and China transpired. These energy-weapon assaults produce a correlated suite of bio-effects, often 
including: high-pitched ringing in the ears, vertigo, nausea, intense headache, vibratory or pressure sensations, 
induced muscle contractions, sharp thermal pains, torturous electrified sensations, inflammation, burns, and sleep 
deprivation. Some targeted individuals experience “V2K harassment”—voice-modulated signals composed of 
abusive messages, hate speech, and threats that are beamed at them in a targeted fashion for extended periods of 
time. Known technologies can enable this extremely traumatizing form of harassment (American Psychologist 
article, https://bit.ly/2JOWcAP; declassified Dept. of the Army document, https://bit.ly/2JxXi0p; media coverage of 
MIT research, https://bit.ly/2S9tSgl). A massive market of directed-energy weapons and through-wall radar devices 
has already been developed for the military and emergency services (U.S. Dept. of the Army, https://bit.ly/2JxXi0p; 
ABC News, https://abcn.ws/2LVts6N; Motley Fool, https://bit.ly/2lvI1CU; USA Today, https://usat.ly/2MvOIRN). 
Given this fact and the testimonies of thousands of citizens, it is abundantly clear that criminal harassment networks 
have co-opted similar technologies to target people for criminal gain (DoD consultant, https://bit.ly/1uGQNxB). 

Many of the criminal harassment networks use a combination of organized stalking and electronic harassment to 
coerce, terrorize, and physically assault their victims. This activity is both un-American and illegal. Updated laws 
and revised law enforcement practices are needed to protect Californians from these growing high-tech hate crimes. 
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